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What does the Facility/Service have to offer? 

Sensory Projector Room 

    Click Here 

For Children, Adults and Older People’s Care 

            

 
Omi Reflex is an interactive wall projection system that displays a ‘magical’ mirror image of the user 

whilst projecting dynamic moving images that they can interact with… 

Scattering stars, painting pictures, playing drums, and travelling through space are just some of the many 

interactive games and sensory activities this magical mirror projection offers.  

Benefits: - 

➢ Supporting development and understanding across key areas of Autistic Spectrum 

Conditions. 

➢ Audio-visual effects designed to stimulate, engage, and relax. 

➢ Coordination and Motor Skill development 

➢ Proprioceptive and vestibular feedback 

➢ Therapeutic Calming activities. 

➢ Exercise and Posture 

➢ Social Enjoyment and Communication 

Please Visit us in Person to feel the Real Experience IGH Sensory gym has to offer 

https://youtu.be/4Og20s_TEbU
https://youtu.be/4Og20s_TEbU
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    Click Here 
For Children, Adults and Older People’s Care 

Our original Omi Vista Install fixed interactive sensory light projector for floors and tables, is ideal for 

permanent interactivity.  

          

 

 

A system that responds to gesture and movement creating dynamic images on any surface including 

floors, tables. 

Benefits: - 

➢ Greater socialisation, willingness to communicate 

➢ Obvious enjoyment and shared laughter 

➢ More flexibility and upper body movement/coordination 

➢ Sustained moments of lucidity and brightness 

➢ Improved relationships with peers and staff 

➢ Raised well-being levels and improved emotional stability 

➢ More motivation to stand up, stretch and physically participate 

➢ Greater opportunities to share personal stories 

➢ Staff get to know the person behind the dementia 

➢ Families enjoy joint activities without the pressure of finding words 

➢ Can be a calming or stimulating activity with a wide choice of moods 

➢ Opportunity for home members to entertain, independent of staff. 

➢ Flexibility of floor or table use encourages greater physical engagement 

Please Visit us in Person to feel the Real Experience IGH Sensory gym has to offer 

https://youtu.be/tZ0FP-QXZUA
https://youtu.be/tZ0FP-QXZUA
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Sensory Activity Room 

 

 

 

Please Visit us in Person to feel the Real Experience IGH Sensory gym has to offer 
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Please Visit us in Person to feel the Real Experience IGH Sensory gym has to offer 
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Please Visit us in Person to feel the Real Experience IGH Sensory gym has to offer 
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More To Come!!! 

Massage Chair Room 
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Waiting Room 
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IGH Sensory Gym- Facility Location 

 

 

 


